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Introduction
In present world of modern science and technology, scientists do care much about environment and how to
preserve and maintain its natural standard. This is done by inventing alternative materials to substitute the
material that have been affecting the environment for many years. Among the materials that have been
affecting the environment for years is plastic which is used for manufacture of plastic bags and plastic related
products.
Our project mainly concerns the production of mango-sheet carrier bags so as to substitute the plastic bags as
an alternative materials. The mango sheets easily produced and can be done both domestically and at industrial
level for large production. Here we shall focus on domestic procedures to produce the mango sheets but they
are almost similar to those at industrial
level

Method
After making the sheets from mango pulp, the experiments to test the effectiveness of the sheets followed. In this project we experimented on strength and
permeability. Thus this part is split into two parts, that is,
experiment-1 to test the strength and experiment-2 to test the permeability.
Experiment-1 (Strength):
Aim;
The aim of experiment-1 is to determine the strength of the mango sheet and the effect of water on the strength of the sheets.
Materials;
The materials necessary in this experiment are 5 strips of mango sheet, water, trough or vessel to soak the strips, string and weights. Method; In experiment1 of the experiment part, the strength of the mango sheet was tested. Here we tested strength of the sheet and the effects of water on the strength of the
sheets. Firstly the real Strength of the sheet was measured. Then the strips of mango sheet were soaked in water for different duration of time varying for 10
minutes. In measuring the strength of the strips, we measured for the maximum mass that the sheet can sustain. Here a strip of mango sheet was tied in one
end to a fixed object and the other to weights. The weights were added till the strip breaks and the mass was recorded. Then the strip was changed to the
one soaked for more time than the previous until all the strips are finished.

Results
The results obtained from the above experiments are shown in this part. Here the result of experiment-1 and
experiment-2 are categorized into their respective experiments. The results are as follows:Experiment-1; In this experiment, the mass sustained by the strip which was not soaked was recorded and then the
mass sustained by the soaked strips was also recorded as shown in the following table.
The mass sustained by a strip which was not soaked is greater than that of the soaked strips. The mass sustained
decreases rapidly as the time in which the strip was soaked increases. This indicates that the mango sheet carrier bags
function best in dry condition and for carrying dry materials.
Also the mango sheet got softer as they stay longer in the water such that it reduces its strength. This condition can
be restored by drying the sheet again in a dehydrator or in the sun.
Experiment-2;
Here the permeability of the mango sheet was measured. It was observed that the mango sheets are slightly
permeable to water. At the commencement the amount of water let through by the sheet was low but increased at a
time. The results obtained were as follows

Conclusions
Mango-sheets carrier bags help substitute the plastic bags at a great extent as they can be recycled over and over again. For this case it helps to
increase the abundance of materials for making carrier bags and hence facilitating the campaign to completely ban the use and production of
plastic bags. Just like other carrier bags, mango-sheet bags function and serve the same
in carriage of items.
Mango-sheet bags are strong enough and thus can be used to carry slightly heavy gadgets Unlike plastic bags, mango-sheet carrier bags are
totally non hazardous to living organisms like animals. Even when swallowed by animals, it does not block the digestive tract but digested and
incorporated among food substances. In animal keeping, the used mango sheets can be recycled as animal food by cutting the sheet into very
small pieces and mixed with other animal folder.
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